
Daily Phonics Plan
1.Go through speed sound chart 

2. Say rhymes for each of the set 3 sounds 

3. Sound out and blend words (green and nonsense).

4. Read speedy red words. 

5. Watch ‘Mr Thorne does phonics’ on YouTube for the sound of the day.

6. Write the green and red words in your work book (adult to say the 
word out loud and child to write it out without looking)

7. Adult to dictate the sentence and child to write it down, without help! 
Then the adult can show their child the sentence and support them with 
making improvements.



Phonics
Monday 11th May 2020

a-e

cake

make

lake

same

flame

crane

blame

gate

when

you

go

Watch Mr Thorne on YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1xqLjHF53A

Adult to dictate the following sentence:

Shut the gate when you go to the lake.

Children to hold it in their head and then write it down. 
At school we tap it into our heads, count the words on 
our fingers, whisper the sentence and shout the 
sentence before writing it. 

Don’t forget.

Finger space

Capital letters

Full stops

Write on the line

Handwriting

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1xqLjHF53A


Phonics
Tuesday 12th May 2020

e-e

Pete

these

concrete

delete

complete

athlete

extreme

Even

compete

who

Watch Mr Thorne on YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFuETDoqVnA

Adult to dictate the following sentence:

Pete is an athlete who competes in races.

Children to hold it in their head and then write it down. 
At school we tap it into our heads, count the words on 
our fingers, whisper the sentence and shout the 
sentence before writing it. 

Don’t forget.

Finger space

Capital letters

Full stops

Write on the line

Handwriting

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFuETDoqVnA


Phonics
Wednesday 13th May 2020

i-e

time

lime

wipe

pine

slime

white

what

the

Mrs

Watch Mr Thorne on YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-swf3Gy_40

Adult to dictate the following sentence:

“What is the time?” Asked Mrs White. 

Children to hold it in their head and then write it down. 
At school we tap it into our heads, count the words on 
our fingers, whisper the sentence and shout the 
sentence before writing it. 

Don’t forget.

Finger space

Capital letters

Full stops

punctuation

Write on the line

Handwriting

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-swf3Gy_40


Phonics
Thursday 14th May 2020

o-e

broke

joke

home

rose

hope

rope

slope

I 

because

my

old

one

Watch Mr Thorne on YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpTIpkgU1fY&t=2s

Adult to dictate the following sentence:

I hope I can get a new skipping rope because my old one 
broke.

Children to hold it in their head and then write it down. At 
school we tap it into our heads, count the words on our 
fingers, whisper the sentence and shout the sentence 
before writing it. 

Don’t forget.

Finger space

Capital letters

Full stops

Write on the line

Handwriting

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpTIpkgU1fY&t=2s


Phonics
Friday 15th May 2020

u-e (oo or yoo)

cute

mute

huge

tune

use

June

flute 

dude

excuse

accuse

pulled

Watch Mr Thorne on YouTube  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQXnqp8g9WM

Adult to dictate the following sentence:

Farmer June pulled up a huge turnip!

Children to hold it in their head and then write it down. 
At school we tap it into our heads, count the words on 
our fingers, whisper the sentence and shout the 
sentence before writing it. 

Don’t forget.

Finger space

Capital letters

Full stops

Write on the line

Handwriting

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQXnqp8g9WM


English Monday 11th May 2020

1. Listen to Mrs Smith read The Enormous Turnip (video on Seesaw)

Discuss the following questions with someone at home:

1. Which characters are in the story?

2. What does tugged mean?

3. Who was the first person to help the farmer?

4. What did the cat do to the dog?

5. What words did they use to describe the size of the turnip?

6. How do you know the farmer is happy when he goes to sleep?

7. What did they make with the turnip?

8. What do you think the farmer will grow next year?



English Tuesday 12th May 2020

Think back to the story you listened to yesterday. Watch it again if you need to.
In your book, draw a picture to show what happened at the beginning, middle and end of 

the story.

Beginning Middle End



English Wednesday 13th May 2020

Today, you are the inventors! 
You are going to change the story. What vegetable will you choose? 

I’m going to choose a carrot! I could call it The Enormous Carrot but that’s a bit boring so 
instead, I’m going to call it The Giant Carrot!

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

Today we are going to break the 
story up into nine boxes. (We’ve 
done this in Puffins class lots of 
times)

If you want to see an example, 
Mrs Smith will upload hers to 
Seesaw on Wednesday!

Get a piece of plane paper, draw 
the lines or ask an adult to help 
you and then number the boxes. 
It’s important to draw the 
pictures in order!



English Thursday 14th May 2020

The Giant Carrot!
1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

In your books you are going to 
follow you fantastic picture plan 
and write a sentence (or more) 
for each box.

1. One sunny morning, a farmer 
went to his farm because he 
wanted a yummy carrot. 
When he got there he saw a 
big carrot!

2. The farmer pulled and pulled 
but the carrot didn’t move so 
his wife said, “I’ll help!”

3. The farmer and his wife 
pulled and pulled but it didn’t 
move so the boy said, “I’ll 
help!”

4. The farmer, his wife and the 
boy pulled and pulled but it 
didn’t move so the dog came 
to help too. 

There’s lots to do today, so if you 
need to carry on tomorrow that’s 

fine!



English Friday 15th May 2020

You may need to carry on with your sentences from yesterday but if you 
have already finished that you could turn your story into your very own 
illustrated book!

Remember to use:

Capital letters for names, places and the start of a sentence

Finger spaces between words

Full stops or exclamation marks at the end of a sentence . !

Write on the line in your best handwriting

Make your writing exciting with adjectives



Maths

BBC videos to support 
learning:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/
topics/zwv39j6

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/5-7-years/addition-and-subtraction

https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/addition.html

http://www.maths-games.org/adding-games.html

Addition

Add
Plus
Sum
Total
More

Increase

Games!

Subtraction

Subtract
Less

Difference
Fewer than

Minus
Takeaway
Remove

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwv39j6
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/5-7-years/addition-and-subtraction
https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/addition.html
http://www.maths-games.org/adding-games.html


Maths 11.5.2020
LO: I can solve one step problems that involve addition, using concrete objects and pictorial representations. 

I need your help 
counting how many 

turnips I have! Count 
the turnips and write a 

number sentence to 
match, in your books.

+ = + =

+ =
+ =

+ =



Maths 13.5.2020
LO: I can solve one step problems that involve subtraction, using concrete objects and pictorial 
representations. 

Some of my turnips 
are ready to pull up. 
How many will I have 
left in each box if I 

take some away?

- = - =

- =
- =

- =



Maths 15.5.2020
LO: I can solve one step problems that involve addition and subtraction using concrete objects.

Challenge 1:

5 + 2 = ______

9 + 1 = _______

8 – 4 = _______

10 – 6 = ______

3 + 5 = _______

8 – 3 = _______

2 + 2 = _______

7 – 6 = _______

Choose a challenge or complete all three!

Challenge 2:

15 + 3 = ______

12 + 7 = _______

18 – 6 = _______

20 – 6 = ______

13 + 5 = _______

18 – 12 = _______

3 + 12 = _______

17 – 9 = _______

Challenge 3:

25 + 13 = ______

22 + 7 = _______

38 – 6 = _______

40 – 16 = ______

17 + 12 = _______

40 – 20 = _______

30 + 30 = _______

70 – 9 = _______


